[The viability of kidneys tested by gadolinium-perfusion MRI during ex vivo perfusion].
Marginal kidneys must be reanimated before their transplantation. Reanimation is conducted with hypothermic pulsatile perfusion. The tests used generally to demonstrate the viability is the vascular resistance which is not convenient for everybody. We have developed a magnetic resonance compatible perfusional technology allowing us to test the organs during the perfusion by Gd-perfusion MRI. We have used pigs' kidneys with no warm ischemic time to establish the basis in a normal kidney. After an eight-hour hypothermic pulsatile perfusion, kidneys are submitted to a Gd perfusion. First, we measure the anatomy of the vessels, then the distribution of Gd in the kidney. We obtain simultaneously a dynamic study of the organs where T0 represents the Gd bolus arrival in the cortex and TP the maximum saturation time of Gd. We have observed that a normal T0 is inferior to 30s and TP is inferior to one minute. We have compared these values with ATP resynthesis in these organs and found that they correlate. We hope for the future through that predictive use of Gd-MRI to avoid the clinical use of "too" marginal kidneys or the discard of good kidneys but not corresponding with the vascular resistance theory.